Abstract
Introduction
Test data compression techniques provide a means to reduce the test data storage requirements on the tester and the test data bandwidth requirements between the tester and chip, thereby allowing less expensive testers to be used as well as reducing test time. A number of interesting test vector compression schemes have been developed using a variety of codes including run-length codes [Jas 98 ], selective Huffman codes [Jas 99 A third major class of test vector compression schemes are based on linear expansion. The data is decompressed by performing only linear operations. This includes techniques based on linear feedback shift register (LFSR) reseeding and combinational linear expansion circuits consisting of XOR gates. Commercial tools for compressing test vectors including TestKompress from Mentor Graphics [Rajski 02 ] and SmartBIST from IBM/Cadence [Könemann 01 ] are based on linear expansion circuits. Linear expansion circuits exploit the unspecified (don't care) bit positions in test cubes (i.e., deterministic test vectors where the unassigned bit positions are left as don't cares) to achieve large amounts of compression. This paper describes a new scheme for compressing test vectors using a linear expansion circuit.
The proposed scheme has a number of nice features. It uses a continuous-flow decompressor so it can be very efficiently connected directly to the tester. The architecture of the decompressor combines three different stages of linear expansion so it is very efficient for any distribution of specified bits in a test cube. It can vary the number of bits that are used to encode each pattern (i.e., it does not use a fixed number of bits to encode every pattern). Thus, it can efficiently compress any test cube regardless of the number of specified (care) bits. As a result of this feature, there is no need for any constraints on the automatic test generation process (ATPG) process. Any ATPG can be used with any amount of static or dynamic compaction. It has important applications for situations where it is not possible or desirable to use a special ATPG that is tailored for the decompressor. For example, if an existing set of test cubes is available, or for circuits where unconstrained static and dynamic compaction can significantly reduce the total number of vectors. The proposed scheme requires low hardware overhead as it configures the decompressor out of the scan cells themselves.
Previous Work
. Test vector compression schemes that are based on linear expansion use only linear operations to decompress the data. Consequently, each decompressed bit can be represented as a linear (modulo-2) sum of the compressed bits. This idea was originally studied by Könemann for use in LFSR-coding [Könemann 91 ]. If each bit stored on the tester is represented by a "free-variable" that can be assigned any value (0 or 1), then the basic idea with linear expansion techniques is to send the data from the tester through a linear expansion circuit (which can be combinational or sequential) as it is shifted into the scan chains. The contents of each scan cell can then be represented by a linear equation in terms of the freevariables on the tester. Test cubes (i.e., deterministic test vectors where the unassigned bit positions are left as don't cares) typically have only 1-10% of the bits specified, while the rest are don't cares. Thus, a system of linear equations can be formed consisting of one equation for each specified bit position in a test cube. The solution to this system of linear equations gives an assignment of values to the free-variables on the tester that will produce the test cube in the scan chain (details about this process can be found in [Könemann 91 ], [Hellebrand 95a ], [Krishna 01]) . If the number of freevariables used for a test cube is sufficiently larger than the number of specified bits in the test cube, then the probability of not being able to solve the system of linear equations becomes negligible. For LFSR reseeding, it has been shown that if the number of free-variables is 20 more than the number of specified bits, then the probability of not being able to solve the system of linear equations is less than 10 -6 [Könemann 91 ]. Thus, linear expansion schemes are very good at exploiting the don't cares in the test cubes to provide high compression. They generally provide a very high encoding efficiency which is defined as the ratio of the number of specified bits to the number of bits stored on the tester.
A number of test data compression schemes based on linear expansion have been proposed. They can be categorized based on two attributes. One is whether they receive data from the tester in a continuous-flow (i.e., "streaming" data) or whether they are periodically-loaded (i.e., require some delay between loads), and the other is whether they use a fixed number of free-variables per test cube or whether they can vary the number of freevariables used per test cube. Continuous-flow schemes can be directly connected to the tester and operate very efficiently since they simply receive the data as fast as the tester can transfer it. From a tools integration standpoint, this is very nice since it mimics the standard behavior of normal scan chains. Periodically-loaded schemes typically can achieve slightly higher encoding efficiency, but they require some test scheduling to fully utilize the tester bandwidth during the time period between loads. They are better suited for an SOC environment where multiple cores are being tested concurrently and the data from the tester can be scheduled to be delivered to each core as needed so that the tester bandwidth is never wasted.
Schemes that use a fixed number of free-variables per test cube have less control complexity. Each test cube is treated the same, so no extra control information is needed per test cube. The drawback is that in order to encode all test cubes, the number of free-variables used per test cube must be sufficient to encode the most specified test cube (i.e., the worst-case). If s max is the number of specified bits in the most specified test cube, then the number of free-variables used to encode each and every test cube is determined by s max . If s avg is the average number of specified bits per test cube, then if there is a significant difference between s max and s avg , the encoding efficiency will be substantially degraded. To avoid this, constraints on the ATPG process (especially on static and dynamic compaction) are needed to keep s max from becoming too large. This may result in more test vectors than would be generated if the ATPG was not constrained. Schemes that can vary the number of free-variables used for each test cube avoid the need for constraints on the ATPG process. These schemes have high encoding efficiency regardless of s max and s avg . They do not require any special ATPG tool support, and may require fewer test vectors since more compaction can be done during ATPG. The drawback of these schemes is the need for additional control bits for each test cube which may offset some of the gains, as well as some extra hardware complexity. Periodically-loaded schemes with a fixed number of freevariables per test cube:
The earliest linear expansion schemes were periodically-loaded schemes that used a fixed number of free-variables per test cube. These schemes used full reseeding of LFSRs [Könemann 91 ] or multiplepolynomial LFSRs [Hellebrand 95a ]. More recent work uses partial LFSR reseeding [Krishna 01 ]. Periodically-loaded schemes with a variable number of free-variables per test cube:
The schemes described in [Zacharia 95, 96] , [Rajski 98a ] varies the number of free-variables per test cube by reseeding variable-length LFSRs.
The scheme in [Hellebrand 95b ] tries to encode multiple test cubes per seed. The scheme in [Krishna 02 ] compresses LFSR seeds using a statistical code, so the number of bits stored on the tester for each test cube varies depending on the amount of seed compression achieved. Continuous-flow schemes with a fixed number of freevariables per test cube:
The scheme described in [Jas 00 ] is a continuous-flow scheme that internally uses LFSR reseeding. Its encoding efficiency is limited by the fact that it uses small LFSRs and directly feeds one scan sub-chain. The schemes in [Bayraktaroglu 01, 03] and [Mitra 03 ] use a combinational linear expansion circuit to decompress one "bit-slice" (see Fig. 1 ) of a set of multiple scan chains at a time. Their encoding efficiency is limited by the fact that it uses a fixed number of free-variables per bit-slice. The scheme described in [Rajski 02 ] injects free-variables from the tester into a ring generator [Mrugalski 03 ] (which is similar in nature to an LFSR) which then passes through a phase shifter and into the scan chains. This method is tightly coupled with the ATPG software to ensure that each test cube that is generated can be encoded. This scheme is used in the TestKompress tool from Mentor Graphics and has been shown to achieve excellent compression for industrial circuits. One other scheme that technically can be classified as a linear expansion scheme is serial/parallel scan chains (Illinois scan architecture) [Hamzaoglu 99 ], [Hsu 01 ]. Here the linear expansion circuit does not have any XOR gates, but simply routes the same scan-in line to multiple scan chains. If there are conflicting specified values, then the test vector is applied in serial mode with no compression. The first continuous flow scheme that used a variable number of free-variables per test cube was part of the SmartBIST family of decoders described in [Könemann 01 ]. This method involves injecting free-variables from the tester into a set of LFSRs that collectively have as many stages as the number of scan chains being driven. One channel from the tester is used for controlling a clock gating mechanism that controls when the scan chains are loaded from the set of LFSRs receiving the free-variables.
When a sufficient number of freevariables have been injected into the LFSRs to solve the linear equations for the specified bits in the next bit-slice of the scan chains, then the clock gating mechanism allows the scan chains to be loaded. Most of the time, the linear equations will be solved immediately, so the clock gating mechanism is only used occasionally when a bit-slice has too many specified bits to solve right away. This scheme is capable of applying any test cube regardless of the number of specified bits it has. The clock gating control signal is controlling how many freevariables are used per bit-slice and hence per test cube. One nice feature of this scheme is that it has a very modular design. A drawback is that one tester channel needs to be completely devoted to providing the clock gating signal. A scheme based on static LFSR reseeding was described in [Volkerink 03 ] which uses the same control mechanism as [Könemann 01 ], but uses a large LFSR (e.g., 500 bits) along with a shadow register to allow it to decompress more than one bit-slice at a time. A scheme based on seed overlapping was described in [Rao 03 ] which is based on the method in [Bayraktaroglu 01 ] but allows seeds of different sizes to be used. It also decompresses one scan bit-slice at a time and requires a special constrained ATPG.
The proposed scheme is a continuous-flow scheme with a variable number of free-variables per test cube which combines three different stages of linear expansion. Unlike the previous methods, it does not require an extra tester channel for the control information, rather the control information is reduced to only a few bits per test cube thereby freeing up the tester channel so it can be used to inject more free-variables instead. Instead of solving for one scan bit-slice at a time as in [Könemann 01 ] and [Rao 03 ], the entire test cube is solved together which allows greater encoding efficiency. Whereas the method in [Volkerink 03 ] requires a large LFSR along with a shadow register and the number of bit-slices that it can solve for at a time is limited by the size of the LFSR, in the proposed approach, the decompressor is constructed from the scan elements themselves thereby reducing hardware requirements and allowing it to solve for the entire test cube. Unlike the method in [Rao 03 ], no special constrained ATPG is required for the proposed approach. The proposed 3-stage decompressor provides extremely high encoding efficiency for any distribution of specified bits.
Architecture for Proposed Scheme
The architecture for the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 2 . The portion shown in gray is configured from the scan cells themselves. In each clock cycle, a b-bit block of free-variables arrives from the tester. The b-bit block is expanded through a linear combinational expansion circuit similar to the method in [Bayraktaroglu 01 , 03] to load n scan chains. Each of the n outputs of this linear combinational expansion circuit is generated through a three-input XOR gate which forms a linear combination of the free-variables.
In [Bayraktaroglu 01 , 03], constraints are placed on the ATPG to ensure that every bit-slice can always be generated (i.e., the linear equations can be solved) immediately through the combinational circuit. This is possible if the number of specified bits in each (n-bit) bit-slice of the scan chains is approximately less than b (note that it is possible to solve the equations for more specified bits than b, but the probability of success diminishes exponentially). While this makes things simple and is an attractive aspect of this approach, it becomes very restrictive as the ratio of n to b becomes large hence limiting the amount of static and dynamic compaction that can be done resulting in the ATPG generating more test cubes or possibly not being able to detect some faults under these restrictions. To avoid these limitations, and to get a much better encoding efficiency, the proposed method configures the scan cells into a set of LFSRs. The idea of configuring an LFSR from the scan cells for LFSR reseeding was first described in [Zacharia 95, 96] , [Rajski 98a, 99] . In the proposed scheme, a set of LFSRs is configured as shown in Fig. 2 . There is a "small vertical LFSR" which in turn feeds a set of b "large horizontal LFSRs." The small vertical LFSR is one bit wide and n bits long. It is configured by having the output of each scan cell in the leftmost bit-slice of the scan chains be XORed with the scan-in of the next scan chain (the last scan chain wraps around to the first) and then including some feedback taps to implement a primitive polynomial for a modular (type II) LFSR. Each of the large horizontal LFSRs have (n/b)(m-1) stages where m is the scan length of each scan chain (if the scan chains are not balanced in length, then the size of each LFSR would vary accordingly). The large horizontal LFSRs are configured by partitioning the scan chains into b groups of n/b scan chains. The final scan-out of a scan chain in a group is XORed with the scan-in of the first scan cell of the next scan chain in the group (the last scan chain in the group wraps around to the first) and then including some feedbacks to implement a primitive polynomial for a modular (type II) LFSR. Each of the large horizontal LFSRs essentially have n/b external inputs that are fed by the corresponding n/b stages in the small vertical LFSR. Each of these external inputs in the large horizontal LFSR enters at a distance of m-1 stages away from each other in the LFSR structure. An optional phase-shifter between the small vertical LFSR and the large horizontal LFSRs can also be implemented by adding some additional XOR terms [Rajski 98b ].
Not counting the feedback taps for implementing the primitive polynomials or optional phase shifter, the number of XOR gates required for configuring this architecture consists of the following. The small vertical LFSR has n 2-input XORs, each of the large horizontal LFSRs has n/b 2-input XORs, and the linear combinational expansion circuit has n 3-input XORs. The number of XOR gates required for implementing the primitive polynomials will be (b+1) times (number of terms per polynomial -1). Each of the XORs in the small vertical LFSR has one of its inputs (the one creating feedback) ANDed with a control signal (enable_small_LFSR). The same is done for the large horizontal LFSRs with a control signal (enable_large_ LFSRs). The enable_small_LFSR control signal is set to 0 to disable the feedback of the small vertical LFSR during the first clock cycle in which the first bit-slice is loaded. This is done so that the output response from the previous scan vector does not interfere with the state of the small vertical LFSR. Essentially, the small vertical LFSR gets initialized in the first clock cycle. In subsequent clock cycles, the enable_small_LFSR control signal is set to 1 so that it operates as an LFSR. For the large horizontal LFSR, the enable_large_LFSRs control signal is set to 0 to disable its feedback during the first m clock cycles. Again, this is done to allow the output response to be shifted out and the large horizontal LFSRs to get initialized with linear combinations of the free variables coming in from the tester. Starting in the m+1 clock cycle, the enable_large_LFSR control signal is set to 1 so that it operates as an LFSR. Note that the enable_large_LFSR and enable_small_LFSR signals are controlled by the on-chip test controller.
Operation of Proposed Decompressor
The architecture for the proposed scheme (described in Sec. 3) combines three different stages of linear expansion. The first stage is the linear combinational expansion circuit which expands the b free-variables that arrive from the tester each clock cycle to fill each bitslice of the multiple scan chains. This is similar to [Bayraktaroglu 01, 03] . For test cubes where every bitslice has sufficiently fewer than b specified bits, the proposed scheme can decompress the test cube in m clock cycles (the minimum number of cycles needed to fill the scan chains). Thus it performs very well for lightly specified test cubes.
For test cubes where one or more bit-slices have too many specified bits to solve with only b free-variables, the scheme in [Bayraktarouglu 01, 03] cannot be used for decompression. Thus, the scheme in [Bayraktaroglu 01 , 03] either has to reduce the ratio of n to b (thereby reducing the amount of compression), or rely on special constrained ATPG to avoid such test cubes if possible. The proposed scheme avoids this problem by having a second stage of linear expansion through the use of the small vertical LFSR. Note that this is similar to the scheme in [Rajski 02 ]. The advantage of having the small vertical LFSR is that it will cycle the free-variables that are injected into it so that the set of linear equations for each bit-slice of the scan chains will depend not just on b free-variables as in [Bayraktaroglu 01 , 03], but on free-variables injected across multiple clock cycles. Thus the excess free variables in lightly specified bit-slices can be used to solve for the highly specified bit-slices. This adds a lot of flexibility in solving the equations thus enabling a higher encoding efficiency. It also allows the ratio of n to b to be scaled much higher without greatly reducing the space of possible test cubes that can be generated.
A minimum of m clock cycles are required to fill the scan chains. This will inject mb free-variables into the small vertical LFSR. In the best case, it may be possible to solve the system of linear equations for the test cube after m clock cycles. However, if the number of specified bits in the test cube is more than mb, then more freevariables are needed. In this case, additional clock cycles beyond what is needed to initially fill the scan chains with data are required. The key idea is that the tester keeps shifting free-variables into the LFSR until it is possible to solve the system of linear equations for the test cube. Whereas the scheme in [Rajski 02 ] uses a fixed number of clock cycles for generating all test cubes (whether that many are needed or not), the proposed scheme uses only as many clock cycles as are needed for each test cube. As soon as it is possible to solve the system of linear equations, then the test cube is generated and applied to the circuit-under-test (CUT). The output response can be shifted out and compacted with a multiinput signature register (MISR) as the next test cube is generated. The solution to the system of linear equations gives the values for the free-variables (i.e., the bits stored on the tester) that will produce the test cube.
At any point, the small vertical LFSR can only store as many linear combinations of free-variables as the size of the LFSR (i.e., n). Thus if the test cube has too many specified bits, it may not be possible to solve the system of linear equations even if it is run for an infinite number of clock cycles because of linear dependencies. To avoid putting any limits on the number of specified bits per test cube, the proposed scheme uses a third stage of linear expansion through the use of the large horizontal LFSRs. Each of these large horizontal LFSRs has n/b external inputs coming from the small vertical LFSR and indirectly from the outputs of the linear combinational expansion circuit. Let one of the n/b inputs to each of the b large horizontal LFSRs be labeled as I 1 , I 2 , …, I b , as shown in Fig. 3 . Then in the proposed scheme, the linear combinational expansion circuit is designed in such a way that this set of b inputs taken together form a linearly independent set of equations in terms of the b free-variables arriving each clock cycle. Since there are b free-variables arriving each clock cycle, and b large horizontal LFSRs, it is always possible to do this. In the trivial case, each of the inputs, I 1 , I 2 , …, I b , could be directly connected to one of the b inputs coming from the tester (in the general case, linearly independent equations in terms of say 3 free-variables each could be constructed). This ensures that the contents of each of the b large horizontal LFSRs can be loaded independently with any specified set of values. In at most (n/b)(m) clock cycles, the set of large horizontal LFSRs could be put into any possible state. In the worst case, it is equivalent to having a separate serial input to each of the b large horizontal LFSRs that serially loads each LFSR with whatever the desired state is. If it is necessary to use the proposed scheme to load fully specified test cubes, then the small vertical LFSR could be implemented separately from the scan cells such that all the scan cells are included in only the large horizontal LFSRs. In this case, any test cube (even fully specified test cubes) can be encoded with no more than (n/b)(m) clock cycles. Note that (n/b)(m) is equal to the number of clock cycles that would be required to load the scan chains with b channels from the tester if no compression was used. When the small vertical LFSR is constructed from the scan cells themselves as shown in Fig. 2 , then there may be some fully or nearly fully specified test cubes that could not be encoded because of linear dependencies between the small vertical LFSR and the large horizontal LFSRs. In general, the proposed scheme would not be used for nearly fully specified test cubes, and thus constructing the small vertical LFSR from the scan cells themselves will not cause any problem.
One question that may arise is given the fact that all the test cubes can be generated just using the large horizontal LFSRs, why bother with the small vertical LFSR. The reason is that for less specified test cubes, using only the large horizontal LFSRs may have much less encoding efficiency because it takes m cycles before the large horizontal LFSRs are initialized and the feedback is enabled. Thus the large horizontal LFSRs are much slower in cycling the free-variables from multiple clock cycles compared with the small vertical LFSR. One of the powerful aspects of the proposed scheme is combining all three stages of linear expansion together so that it achieves high encoding efficiency regardless of the distribution of specified bits in the test cubes.
Given a test cube with s specified bits, it can be assumed that at least  s/b clock cycles will be needed before there is any chance of solving it. The linear decompressor is symbolically simulated for  s/b clock cycles. The system of linear equations is then formed for the s specified bits and a linear equation solver is called to try to solve it. If it cannot be solved, then the linear decompressor is simulated for another clock cycle (adding more free-variables) and a new system of linear equations is formed and an attempt is made to solve it. This continues until a solution to the system of linear equations is found. Note that the symbolic simulation process, forming the system of linear equations, and solving it can all be done very quickly.
Transmitting Control Information
In the proposed scheme, since the number of clock cycles needed to decompress each test cube is variable, this information needs to be transmitted to the on-chip test controller so it knows when to apply the system clock. The on-chip test controller has a SCAN_COUNTER which counts how many clock cycles have elapsed since the last scan vector was applied to the CUT. There also is a FINAL_COUNT register that stores the number of clock cycles that it will take to generate the current test cube. This is compared with the contents of the SCAN_COUNTER to determine when the test cube should be applied to the CUT. The value of the FINAL_COUNT for each test cube can be transmitted in the first clock cycle(s) when generating the test cube. The first bits coming from the tester for each test cube can be loaded into the FINAL_COUNT register to initialize it for each test cube. Alternatively, if the test cubes are ordered so that the value of FINAL_COUNT monotonically increases between test cubes, then only the increment in FINAL_COUNT between two test cubes needs to be transmitted.
Experimental Results
To see how the encoding efficiency for the proposed 3-stage scheme varies with respect to different distributions of specified bits and different scan architectures, the first set of experiments was performed on randomly generated test cubes. The results are shown in Table 1 . The number of channels from the tester, b, was 16. Keeping the total number of scan cells constant across the different architectures, the number of scan chains, n, was taken as 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024. Randomly generated test cubes were encoded and the encoding efficiency was calculated as the number of specified bits divided by the number of bits required to encode them. Results are shown for both the 3-stage scheme as well as a 2-stage decompressor (only combinational expander and vertical LFSR) both using a variable number of free-variables per test cube. The reason for showing both the 2-stage and 3-stage case is to illustrate the importance of the 3rd stage in achieving high encoding efficiency for non-uniform specified bit distributions where the number of specified bits per test cube varies. The first row for each scheme corresponds to the case where the number of specified bits per test cube varied randomly in the range between 2-5%. The second row is for 2-10%, followed by 2-20%, and 2-50%.
While the 3-stage scheme is able to fully encode all the test cubes regardless of the scan architecture and the specified bit distribution, the two stage scheme is unable to perform similarly ('--' indicates the cases for which encoding was not possible). Note that as the number of scan chains increases, the encoding efficiency of the 3-stage scheme increases significantly. This also has the advantage of reducing the test time, since the length of each scan chain is smaller for the architectures having larger number of scan chains. For the two stage scheme to be able to encode all the test cubes, the number of scan chains needs to be small enough so that the most specified test cubes can be encoded. However, having a smaller number of scan chains reduces the encoding efficiency for the less specified test cubes. For example, for test cubes with 5% specified bits, the 2-stage scheme cannot encode them with 512 scan chains, so the number of scan chains has to be reduced to 256. However, this limits the encoding efficiency that can be achieved for the 2% specified test cubes in the same test set. Thus, the overall encoding efficiency for a range of test cubes between 2%-5% is limited to 0.56. The 3-stage scheme also has similarly limited encoding efficiency with 256 scan chains, however, the advantage of the 3-stage scheme is that the number of scan chains can be increased to 1024 while still being able to solve for the most specified test cubes. By using 1024 scan chains, an encoding efficiency of 0.99 can be achieved even for 2% specified test cubes. Thus with the proposed 3-stage scheme, the encoding efficiency can consistently be made high regardless of the distribution of specified bits by using a scan architecture with a sufficiently large number of scan chains. Note that if the number of specified bits is kept relatively uniform across all test cubes by constraining the ATPG (as is done in the methodology proposed in [Rajski 02]), then a 2-stage scheme works very well and there is no need to go to a 3-stage scheme. The advantage of the 3-stage scheme comes only when the specified bit distribution is non-uniform. A second set of experiments were performed on the largest ISCAS 89 benchmark circuits. For each circuit, ATPG was performed to generate test cubes for the nonredundant faults. The set of test cubes was encoded using the proposed scheme assuming 8 channels coming from the tester and expanding to fill the scan chains. The results are shown in Table 2 . The total number of specified bits in each test vector is shown followed by the number of bits that need to be stored on the tester for the proposed scheme. Note that the proposed method has a high encoding efficiency bringing the test data storage requirements down close to the number of specified bits. The encoding efficiency is not as high as in Table 1 because for these small circuits, s avg is small such that the control bits have a more significant impact on the encoding efficiency.
A comparison was made with the scheme in [Bayraktaroglu 03] in Table 3 . This scheme uses only a linear combinational circuit.
It requires a special constrained ATPG to ensure all test cubes can be encoded.
As can be seen, the proposed scheme significantly reduces the tester storage requirements by configuring the scan cells into an LFSR. Table 4 shows a comparison of the results for the proposed scheme with a variety of other test data compression schemes. The proposed scheme requires less test data storage for all circuits in comparison with these approaches. Note that it was not possible to directly compare results for the proposed scheme with those in [ 
Conclusions
A new continuous-flow scheme for linear decompression with a variable number of free-variables per test cube was described here. The proposed scheme can achieve high encoding efficiency regardless of the variance between s max and s avg . It has important applications for compressing test data when it is not possible or desirable to use a special constrained ATPG. The hardware requirements for the proposed scheme are small since it makes use of the scan cells themselves to configure the decompressor.
